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Abstract: We test the Portia Hypothesis – that a more masculine name improves
a woman’s legal career – using primary data that we collected so that we can
control for an arguably important, but previously omitted, confounding factor:
the woman’s parents. In theory, a correlation between nominal masculinity and
success may be due to a common cause: parents’ ability to advance their
children’s career prospects and the more able parents having an irrelevant
preference for masculine names. We control for the family’s wealth by using
their child’s educational debt at the time of graduating from law school and for
the family’s reputation, within the legal profession, by using the probability of
being a lawyer conditional upon their last name. We find robust evidence that a
more masculine name improves a woman’s earnings as a lawyer, even when we
control for her parents’ wealth and reputation.

1 Introduction
Although half of the students graduating from law school in the past 15 years were
women, the legal profession largely remains a male-dominated world (Harrington
and Hsi, 2007). Perhaps as a consequence of working in a male-dominated field,
female lawyers who use relatively masculine names have been shown to be more
likely to become judges (Coffey and McLaughlin, 2009). Interpreting ascension to
judgeship as a successful outcome in a legal career, Coffey’s and McLaughlin’s
finding supports the Portia Hypothesis: the more masculine a female’s first name,
the better her legal career outcomes, ceteris paribus. Despite a positive finding,
however, their study was hampered by several shortcomings. Namely, their measure of success, attaining a judgeship, may not be the universally agreed upon
objective of women in the legal profession. Likewise, they treat all judgeships as
being equally desirable. Finally, they lacked any information on the women’s
parents, who may play a large role in advancing daughters’ careers.
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Using a unique data set collected via a survey of members of the South Carolina
Bar, we test the importance of the masculinity of females’ names in determining
career success. This paper improves upon previous work in two important ways.
First, rather than relying on the assumption that ascension to judgeship is a
preferred outcome in a legal career, we use a more direct measure of a lawyers’
success: the amount of monetary compensation that they earn, given the hours that
they work. Second, we control for an important confounding factor: the individual’s
parents. Specifically, we control for the effects of a parents’ wealth by using their
child’s educational debt at the time of graduating from law school, and we control
for the family’s reputation within the legal profession by using the estimated
probability of someone being a lawyer conditional upon her last name.
The results of our analysis provide strong confirmation of the Portia
Hypothesis. We find that female lawyers tend to earn more when their first name
is relatively masculine, even when we control for an expansive set of important
covariates: hours worked, years of experience, whether the lawyer practices in the
private sector, gender, parental wealth, and parental reputation. As expected,
incomes tend to be higher for those who work more hours, have more years of
experience, and practice in the private sector. Lawyers who graduated with little
educational debt tend to earn substantially more than their indebted classmates,
possibly because their careers benefit from the connections of their wealthy parents. Parental reputation, in contrast, does not provide additional explanatory
power and is strongly correlated to parental wealth. As has been found in countless
other studies on gender discrimination, we find that males enjoy larger incomes
than their female counterparts. Unlike the vast majority of those studies on the
wage gap, we have also investigated the role that a name – something seemingly
mundane – can play in a world where gender wage gaps appear to be rampant (i. e.
observable in virtually every segment of the labor market where economists look).
Our study presents persuasive evidence that simply having a masculine name can
generate significant earning advantages for women, even in professions as concerned with impropriety as the legal profession.

2 Background
A consistent obstacle in labor market outcomes research is separating the effects
of possibly highly correlated determinants of an individual’s career.1 The

1 The canonical example is the estimation of returns in the labor market from increases in the
quality and/or quantity of education, which tends to be strongly correlated to unobserved
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aforementioned study by Coffey and McLaughlin (2009), for example, suffers
from the omission of an important confounding influence: parents who are better
at enhancing daughters’ career prospects may also have a preference for giving
their daughters masculine names. If the former is not adequately controlled for in
the econometric analysis, then results pointing to the importance of nominal
masculinity in career outcomes may in fact be due to the omitted variable. This
could be particularly troubling with data from South Carolina, because a tradition often followed by wealthy families in many areas of the southeastern United
States is to bequeath the first daughter in a family with the mother’s maiden
name, often as a middle name (which becomes her used name).2 Although they
find evidence that relatively masculine first names in female lawyers are correlated with successful career outcomes, Coffey and McLaughlin (2009) could not
rule out the possibility that their results were at least partially driven by a
possible correlation between masculine names bequeathed to daughters of
well-to-do, traditional families and greater levels of other inputs that enhance
career prospects, such as education. This issue highlights a repeated theme in
names research: are positive results indicative of gender- or race-based discrimination, or do names containing information about race or gender simultaneously
convey information about labor market productivity?3
The majority of empirical names research in economics has focused on
information regarding race or ethnicity that is contained in names. In a field
experiment, Bertrand and Mullainathan (2004) sent out numerous job applications with resumes that were otherwise identical, except some had “black”
names and some had “white” names. The authors find a significantly lower
callback rate for those with “black” names, concluding that racial discrimination
affects job market outcomes. In contrast, Fryer and Levitt (2004) conducted a
similar study on economic outcomes of individuals with black-sounding names.
Using name and race information from California birth certificates, Fryer and
Levitt construct a “black name index,” which is essentially a rescaling of the
fraction of babies born with a given name who are black. Fryer and Levitt also
parental characteristics (principally income but also education, which are themselves highly
correlated.) See Card and Krueger (1996) for a thoughtful review of this literature (that also
includes a novel analysis exploiting variation between North Carolina and South Carolina).
2 For example, the actress Reese Witherspoon (née Laura Jeanne Reese Witherspoon), received
the name Reese because it was her mother’s maiden name. Witherspoon has been quoted as
being proud of her “definitive Southern upbringing.” (BBC 2006)
3 However, this sort of concern is not unique to names research. For example, Biddle and
Hamermesh (1998) test whether their finding that more attractive lawyers are better remunerated occurs because of employers’ preference for beauty itself or because beauty permits
lawyers to be more persuasive to judges and juries.
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find that the “blackness” of a name negatively affects economic outcomes.
Specifically, the blackness of a mother’s name is positively related to unwanted
birth outcomes. However, Fryer and Levitt are able to link the blackness of a
mother’s name to her own economic circumstances at the time of her birth,
concluding that the blackness of an individual’s name reveals information about
that person’s background – notably, education levels – and possibly about that
individual’s productivity in the labor market. They conclude that when callback
rates are observed to be lower for applicants with black-sounding names, the
reason may not be racial discrimination alone. Instead, agents may be acting on
the information about the individual’s background that is contained in the
individual’s name.
More recently, Arai and Thoursie (2007) compare the economic outcomes of
immigrants in Sweden who change their names to Swedish-sounding or neutral
names to those who retained distinctly non-Swedish-sounding names. Looking
at the wages of both groups before and after the name changes occurred, they
find a statistically and economically significant wage gap between those who
changed names and those who did not. This wage gap is noticeable only after
the name changes.
Aura and Hess (2010) examine how a more comprehensive range of first
name features affect numerous self-reported economic outcomes: income, social
class, happiness, education, and occupational prestige. As in Levitt and Fryer
(2004), the blackness of a name figures largely in Aura’s and Hess’s results, but
several novel first name features are considered as well, including a variety of
linguistic features, like whether gender information is conveyed by the first
name ending with a certain phoneme (“ah”, “oh”, or “ee”). Additionally, Aura
and Hess consider social features of first names, such as the popularity of the
name and a measure of how unusual the name is. Controlling for numerous
background factors, such as race, gender, parents’ education levels, age, and
siblings, the study offers three main conclusions: first, the first name reveals a
great deal of information about an individual’s background; second, the features
of first names do a good job of predicting economic outcomes; and third, these
features offer a great deal of predictive power even when controlling for other
background factors such as parents’ education. Aura and Hess assert that there
are two possible explanations for the link between first names and economic
outcomes. Either individuals face discrimination based on their first names, as
Bertrand and Mullainathan (2004) argue, or first names tend to be correlated
with factors that affect labor productivity, as Fryer and Levitt (2004) have
proposed. While Aura and Hess find some possible evidence of discrimination,
they conclude that most of their results are driven by the correlation between
first names and factors that affect labor market productivity.
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Aura’s and Hess’s (2010) study is particularly relevant to our research
because it is, to our knowledge, the only study (other than Coffey and
McLaughlin (2009)) that has attempted to link gender-related features of a first
name to career outcomes such as income of the individual with that name. In
contrast to our study, however, Aura and Hess (2010) conclude from their
analysis that gender-related linguistic features of names do not generally affect
income, even though the features do appear to affect other economic outcomes
that they considered.
A few other studies have explicitly used first names to test for evidence of
gender-based discrimination. Tregenza (2002), and Budden et al. (2008) examine
a potential gender bias in the refereeing process for academic publications.
Tregenza (2002) compares publication success rates for papers with male first
authors and papers with female first authors at five different ecology and
evolution research journals. Editors of these journals provided Tregenza with
the genders of submitters, based on the submitters’ first names, as well as
whether the paper was accepted. This study found no significant difference in
overall acceptance rates between male and female submitters, although one of
the five journals did, when analyzed individually, show some signs of a bias
against female submitters. Budden et al. (2008) exploit the changes in policy at a
primary research journal in 2001 to switch from a single-blind to double-blind
review process. They find that switching to the double-blind process, which
withholds the authors’ names and therefore any information regarding gender
from the referee, increases female authors’ acceptance rates. As in Tregenza
(2002), the gender of the submitting author is determined by journal editors’
interpretation of the author’s first name.

3 Data
Although Coffey and McLaughlin (2009) found some evidence for the Portia
Hypothesis, that study was hampered by several shortcomings with their data,
which were gathered from public sources. For instance, their measure of success, attaining a judgeship, may not be the universally agreed upon objective
of women in the legal profession. Likewise, they treat all judgeships as being
equally desirable. However, the greatest shortcoming of Coffey and McLaughlin
(2009) is that they lacked any information on the women’s parents. After all,
better-able parents can do more to advance the career of their daughters and
parental resources may well be correlated to naming preferences. Hence, past
findings are discounted by the possibility that a masculine name does not (in
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part) cause success but rather that both success and masculine names share a
common cause: their parents’ socioeconomic class.
The purpose of this study is to conduct a deeper and more robust investigation into the Portia Hypothesis. To do so, we needed better data than used in
Coffey and McLaughlin (2009). We required microdata with richer measures of
legal career outcomes, gender, respondents’ names, and measures of parental
wealth and familial reputation. Ideally, the data would draw from the same
sampling frame and scope as Coffey and McLaughlin (2009) so that our comparison of conclusions is clearly compelling. Our search for a pre-existing dataset
with such rich detail came up empty. Fortunately, we were able to cultivate a
relationship with the South Carolina Bar that enabled us to collect primary data
that serves the purpose of the sort of nearly-ideal dataset that we had sought.
Working with the South Carolina Bar, we constructed a survey to obtain the
information that we needed for our study.4 An e-mailed invitation to fill out an
on-line survey was sent to everyone who had become licensed by the South
Carolina Bar within the last 15 years and who resided in South Carolina, North
Carolina, or Georgia at the time. The invitation was accompanied by a letter from
the President of the South Carolina Bar to encourage participation and offer a
simple incentive: two respondents, chosen at random, would receive a free
registration to one of the South Carolina Bar conventions. The response rate
was quite high. Of the 4,773 lawyers receiving an invitation, 1,191 filled out the
survey within the allotted two week window.5 Summary statistics of the key
variables that were extracted from survey results are given in Table 1. Not every
respondent answered every question in the survey, which is why some variables
have more observations than others. Table 2 gives the correlation matrix for
these key variables.6
The survey included questions that allowed us to extract variables measuring personal income, class rank in law school, experience practicing law, and
the typical number of hours worked per week at the individual level.

4 The intended purpose of the survey was to help the South Carolina Bar ascertain the root
causes of widespread professional dissatisfaction among lawyers, with a particular concern for
women. Naturally, an integral part of the survey was the measurement of legal career outcomes,
as well as the determinants of those outcomes. Hence, the quantities that we needed to observe
in order to conduct this study were covered in the survey.
5 Less than a dozen attorneys on the roster had invalid e-mail addresses and a few hundred
immediately produced automated responses to announce that the targeted user would be out of
the office for an extended period of time.
6 Because of the interval nature of some of our variables, the polychoric correlation has been
calculated where appropriate.
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Table 1: Variable definitions and summary statistics.
Variable

Definition

Obs

lower end of personal income
range
income_
upper end of personal
income range
ln_income_
natural log of lower end of
personal income range
ln_income_
natural log of upper end of
personal income range
grad_rank_
lower end of grad school
class rank percentile range
grad_rank_
upper end of grad school
class rank percentile range
ln_grad_rank_
natural log of lower end of
grad school class rank
percentile
ln_grad_rank_
natural log of upper end of
grad school class rank
percentile
maleness
masculinity of first name
gender
 = male,  = female
femaleXmaleness interaction term between
gender ( =  if female) and
maleness
exp
experience practicing law
(years)
hours_worked
hours spent practicing law on
a weekly basis
ln_hours_worked natural log of hours_worked
last_name_count count of frequency of unique
last names in survey of
lawyers
voter_count
count of frequency of unique
last names in voter data
private
 = not employed in private
sector,  = employed in
private sector
lawyer_last_
probability of a last name
name_prob
being a lawyer’s last name;
= last_name_count/
voter_count
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The income questions asked respondents to select a predetermined range into
which their annual personal income and household incomes fell. The ranges
were from $0–$24,999; $25,000–$49,999; $50,000–$74,999; $75,000–$99,999;
$100,000–$124,999; $125,000–$149,999; $150,000–$174,999; $175,000–
$199,999; $200,000–$249,999; $250,000–$299,999; $300,000–$349,999;
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Table 2: Correlation matrix.
income_

income_
exp
hours_worked
female_maleness
lawyer_last_name_prob

exp hours_worked female_maleness lawyer_last_
name_prob


. 
. .
–. –.
–. –.


–.
.


.



$350,000–$399,999; $400,000–$449,999; and more than $450,000. The mean
bracket of annual personal income has $80,613.70 at the lower end and $103,862
at the upper end. The lower and upper ends of the personal income brackets are
summarized in Table 1 as variables income_1 (lower end) and income_2 (upper
end). The survey also asked respondents to estimate how much debt they had
accumulated to cover educational expenses as of the time of graduation from
law school. For debt levels, respondents were given ranges similar to income
levels.
To measure experience practicing law, we relied on the number of years that
had passed since an individual had finished law school. Mean experience (exp)
for the survey respondents is about 7.7 years. Mean hours worked per week
(hours_worked) is nearly 50 for the survey respondents.
The variables from the survey were merged with the calculated masculinity
of first names, which came from Coffey and McLaughlin (2009).7 This variable,
called maleness, was constructed from a database of over two million registered
voters in South Carolina. Maleness ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 is the most
feminine a name can be (i. e. all people with a name that score 0 in maleness are
female) and 1 is the most masculine. The mean maleness of names of the lawyer
survey respondents is 0.51, as also shown in Table 1.
Finally, we constructed a variable called lawyer_last_name_prob that measures the probability of a last name being a lawyer’s last name. This variable
equals the frequency of unique last names in the roster of members of the South
Carolina Bar (taken from www.scbar.org) divided by the frequency of unique

7 As noted in Coffey and McLaughlin (2009), this dataset cannot perfectly control for lawyers
who use their middle names, rather than first names, unless the lawyer uses only a first initial
and a middle name in registering with the SC Bar Association. In those cases, the dataset
utilized the lawyer’s middle name rather than first name.
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last names in the voter data set from Coffey and McLaughlin (2009). We include
this measure primarily out of concerns arising from the SC Bar Survey. Survey
respondents indicated that family connections were an important determinant
of both success and satisfaction in legal careers. For instance, among the many
different attitudes about issues queried in the SC Bar Survey, the greatest
consensus was found to be on the fact that “connections benefit a legal career”
in South Carolina. In focus groups, such “connections” were invariably understood to mean family connections within the legal community. As a result of the
importance of such family connections, there are many well-known families
that contain a disproportionate share of attorneys who often practice together
in a single firm; Laband and Lentz (1992) document this phenomenon.8 It
was our hope that lawyer_last_name_prob could serve to indicate a family’s
collective presence in the legal community, and, therefore the family’s
connectedness.9

4 Model
We seek to test the Portia Hypothesis – that the masculinity of a woman’s name
causes her legal career to be more successful. We have made our test more
robust than Coffey and McLaughlin (2009) by collecting primary data that allows
us to control for an arguably important, but previously omitted, confounding
factor: the woman’s parents. In theory, the correlation between nominal masculinity and success may be due to a common cause: “better” parenting. “Better”
parents may be better able to advance their child’s career prospects and simply
prefer masculine names by mere coincidence. Parents can advance their child’s
career prospects by purchasing advantages for their child or by lending their
family reputation to their child. We control for the family’s wealth by using their
child’s educational debt at the time of graduating from law school. We control
for the family’s reputation, within the legal profession, by using the probability

8 This is perhaps similar to the concern that renowned orchestras in the US appeared to often
hire based on a musician’s pedigree, rather than actual musical skill, which at least partly
caused a switch to blind auditions (Goldin and Rouse 2000).
9 Furthermore, law school debt may help control for other family-related effects. For example,
as footnote 2 explained, wealthy families may be more likely to give their daughters masculine
names. Including law school debt can help separate the effect of that family’s wealth from the
effect of that family’s choice of a masculine name. The polychoric correlation between maleness
and law school debt is negative, although not statistically significant at traditional levels.
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of being a lawyer conditional upon one’s last name. The former control posits
that children who don’t have to borrow to finance law school tend to have
parents who purchase advantages for them. The latter control depends on the
assumption that a family of high repute in the legal community tends to produce
more lawyers, which has considerable anecdotal support from members of the
South Carolina legal community. We consider two different measures of success,
compensation and class rank in law school, and develop models according to
the type of data we have for these two measures.

4.1 Income
We begin by making the fairly common assumption that the unconditional
distribution of the log of income is normal:10
ln y ⁓N ðμ, σÞ

[1]:

The histogram for income, shown in Figure 1 and discussed in the previous
section, reasonably conforms to log-normality.

Figure 1: Histogram of lower end of personal income brackets (income_1).

We also assume that the determinants of income, as previously described, affect
the mean of this distribution:
E ðln yjM, μ, D, PÞ = β0 + β1 M + β2 1fμg + β3 1fμg × M + β4 D + β5 P + β6 H = xβ

[2];

10 This arises from the roughly quadratic relationship between log income and the log of its
density; Pareto’s law arises from approximating that relationship with a straight line.
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where:
ln y = Annual Income
1{μ} = Equal to 1 if male and 0 otherwise
D = Educational Debt at time of Law School Graduation
H = Average number of hours worked per week
M = Nominal Masculinity, as in Coffey and McLaughlin (2009)11
P = Parental reputation within the legal community, communicated by last
name12
Nominal masculinity is calculated following Coffey and McLaughlin (2009):
Nominal Masculinity = PrðμjFirst NameÞ
= ½Σ1fμ, First Nameg=½Σ1fFirst Nameg

[3]:

Parental reputation is derived similarly:
Parental Reputation = PrðLawyerjLast NameÞ
= ½Σ1fLawyer, Last Nameg=½Σ1fLast Nameg

[4]:

If we observed income and educational debt exactly, then we could estimate
these parameters directly with a linear regression. However, in order to encourage responses to the survey used to collect the data, we restricted income and
educational debt to brackets (as described in the data section). Accounting for
such censoring to intervals in educational debt is as simple as replacing that
single regressor with a set of dummies showing educational debt levels upon
graduation from law school. In contrast, censoring the response variable (log
income) to intervals alters the maximum likelihood estimator from a linear
regression to an ordered probit, with the probability of a particular observation
falling in the bracket bounded by [bj–1,bj]:





b − xβ
b − xβ
Pr bj − 1 ≤ ln y ≤ bj jm, μ, D, P = Φ j σ
− Φ j − 1σ

[5]:

11 Nominal masculinity is the rational belief over gender given name, as constructed by a
Bayesian learner from the population of South Carolina voters; hence, the summations in the
definition of nominal masculinity are over the entire population of voters, which is simply the
non-parametric estimator of the probability of the male gender conditional upon the first name.
12 Analogous to nominal masculinity, parental reputation is the non-parametric estimator of
the probability of being an attorney given last name. Hence, the definition’s summation in the
numerator is over all registered members of the South Carolina Bar and the summation in the
denominator is over all registered voters in South Carolina.
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4.2 Class rank in law school
As with income, we do not observe class rank exactly; but instead we have
censored brackets of class rank. If class rank were distributed (log) normally,
then we could use the same procedure as with income. However, as reported in
quantiles of cumulative Grade Point Average (GPA), the unconditional distribution of class rank should be uniformly distributed. Yet, in our data, there
appears to be an over-representation of lawyers who were in the top half of
their class (84 %) in comparison to those who were in the bottom half of their
class (16 %).
There are at least two plausible explanations for the anomalous behavior of
the class rank variable. First, it may well be that lawyers are overstating their
class rank either knowingly (because they are embarrassed by their actual class
rank, akin to self-reported body weight) or unknowingly (because they do not
know their actual class rank, as is the case for the modal law school – the
University of South Carolina – where class rank is reported to students only
when they request it, and their self-assessment is biased).13 Second, it is possible
that the sample is not representative of all law school graduates, which seems to
be the more plausible explanation because this sample is drawn from members
of the bar and the lowest ranked graduates are least likely to be admitted to the
bar. Whatever the cause, so long as the source of the apparent over-representation is uncorrelated to the treatment variables, it should not induce a bias in
sign of the estimates.
Rather than describing the probability of being between the boundaries of a
bracket, we work off of the probability of the class rank’s quantile being less
than the boundary’s upper bound:


Pr q ≤ bj jx = Pr F ðGðxβ + εÞÞ ≤ bj

[6];

where:
q = Quantile of Class Rank
bj = Bracket j’s upper bound
G = Function mapping determinants into cumulative GPA
F = Function mapping cumulative GPA into class rank quantile
ε = Idiosyncratic determinants of cumulative GPA.

13 We should note that the class rank bracket, which is a measure of success within a particular
law school class, is also fairly noisy because our data comes from a heterogeneous pool of
graduating classes from different law schools (most of which are unobserved to us).
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[7]:

Note that the lead term on the right side of the inequality varies only with the
class rank quantile bracket under consideration. Hence, that term can be collapsed into a bracket-specific intercept term, β0j. Relabeling this term, substituting in the CDF of ε, and breaking out the terms for xβ yields:14




Pr q ≤ bj jx = CDFε β0j − β1 M + β2 1fμg + β3 1fμg × M + β4 D + β5 P + β6 H .
[8]:
If ε were uniformly distributed, then the parameters could be estimated by a
simple linear regression of an indicator variable, 1{q ≤ bj}, on an intercept specific to bracket j and –1 × [x].15 Even if ε follows another parametric distribution
(e. g. Gamma, Poisson, Binomial, etc …), then the parameters can be easily
estimated because this specification fits into the class of econometric models
known as the generalized linear model.

5 Results
We have tested the Portia Hypothesis using the surveyed sample of South
Carolina lawyers described in Section 4, augmented by two data sources (the
roster of registered voters in South Carolina and the roster of Bar members in
South Carolina). Our measure of nominal masculinity is the number of registered
male voters with a given first name divided by the total number of registered
voters with that first name. Our initial control variables are hours worked,
experience, and gender. To determine whether nominal masculinity plays a
significant role in a lawyer’s success, controlling for these factors, we ran an
ordered probit as described in the model section. Table 3 displays the results for
earnings as a measure of success and Table 4 displays the results for class rank
as a measure of success.

14 H, the number of hours worked per week at their job, has been excluded from this
specification. If the number of hours worked per week on the job equaled the number of
hours worked per week while at law school, then H would arguably belong in this specification.
15 This could be estimated as a system of J regression equations with the slope parameters
constrained to be equal across equations. However, because the variance of ε should not
depend on j, these J regression equations can be collapsed into a single linear regression
equation.
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Table 3: Ordered probit estimation of the probability of (Log) income being within specific (Log)
income brackets conditional upon the observable determinants of income.

maleness
gender
gender X maleness
exp
ln_hours_worked

()

()

()

()

–.
(.)
–.
(.)*
.
(.)*
.
(.)**
.
(.)**

–.
(.)
–.
(.)*
.
(.)*
.
(.)**
.
(.)**
.
(.)**

–.
(.)
–.
(.)*
.
(.)*
.
(.)**
.
(.)**
.
(.)**
.
(.)

.
(.)**


.
(.)**


.
(.)**


–.
(.)
–.
(.)*
.
(.)*
.
(.)**
.
(.)**
.
(.)**
.
(.)
–.
(.)
–.
(.)
–.
(.)
.
(.)
.
(.)
–.
(.)*
–.
(.)
–.
(.)*
–.
(.)
.
(.)**


private
lawyer_last_name_prob
lawschooldebt == $–$,
lawschooldebt == $,–$,
lawschooldebt == $,–$,
lawschooldebt == $,–$,
lawschooldebt == $,–$,
lawschooldebt == $,–$,
lawschooldebt == $,–$,
lawschooldebt == $,–$,
lawschooldebt == More than $,
Constant
Observations

Note: Absolute value of z statistics in parentheses. *significant at 5 %; ** significant at 1 %.

The elasticity of earnings with respect to average weekly hours is significantly
positive but less than 1, which reflects the positive but diminishing marginal
product of labor. This estimate is significant at the 1 % level. Likewise, each
additional year of experience increases expected log earnings, which is also
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Table 4: Ordered probit estimation of the probability of being in specific
(Log) law school class rank brackets conditional upon the observable
determinants of success in law school.
()
maleness
gender
gender X maleness
exp
ln_hours_worked

.
(.)
.
(.)
–.
(.)
–.
(.)
–.
(.)

private

()

()

.
(.)
.
(.)
–.
(.)
–.
(.)
–.
(.)
–.
(.)**

.
(.)
.
(.)
–.
(.)
–.
(.)
.
(.)
–.
(.)**
.
(.)
.
(.)**


lawyer_last_name_prob
Constant
Observations

.
(.)**


.
(.)**


Note: Absolute value of z statistics in parentheses. * significant at 5 %;
** significant at 1 %

significant at the 1 % level; in levels, this magnitude can be interpreted as
indicating that an additional 12 years of experience roughly doubles (median)
earnings.16
The negative sign on the female gender indicator, which is statistically
significant at the 5 % level, means that there is a significant wage gap between
genders in the legal labor market. From the raw data, we already know that the
conditional mean income of males is higher than females but one might attribute this to the fact that men tend to work longer hours. However, women make
significantly less money than men, even when controlling for such confounding
factors in the analysis (i. e. that men tend to work longer hours and have much
more masculine names). Consider the incomes of two fictitious lawyers named
16 Because the analysis is ran in logs, the parameters describe a change in the expected log
income resulting from the change in a covariate. Of course, the anti-log of the expectation of log
income is not the same as the expected income level. However, the explicit assumption of
normality in the disturbance term implies that the mean is also the median, which is invariant
to monotonic transformations. Hence, when we discuss the implications of these results in
levels, we refer to the effect on median earnings.
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“Kerry” (which has a nominal masculinity score of 0.502) who have 5 years of
experience and work 40 hour weeks but have different genders. According to our
data analysis, the male “Kerry” would have a 50 % chance of making at least
$77k per year while the female “Kerry” would have a 50 % chance of making less
than $59k.
Although the coefficient on the nominal masculinity term is positive and
lacks statistical significance, this does not negate the Portia Hypothesis because
the term interacting nominal masculinity with gender is negative and statistically significant at the 5 % level in all regressions. To correctly interpret these
coefficients, we employ the conditional expectations. The nominal masculinity
term, by itself, gives the advantage to anyone (male or female) of having a
nominally masculine name and the interaction term tells us how much more
advantageous it is for a female to have a masculine name than a male. To
illustrate the effect of nominal masculinity, consider the incomes of two fictitious, female lawyers with the same credentials, except that one is named
“Bruce” (which has a nominal masculinity score of 0.99) and the other is
named “Ashley” (which has a nominal masculinity score of 0.065). Then the
female lawyer “Bruce” would tend to make 25 % more than the female lawyer
“Ashley” and that difference is statistically significant. Therefore, we have found
evidence that confirms the Portia Hypothesis: females with masculine names are
more successful in legal careers than females with feminine names.
In contrast, although the point estimates on the nominal masculinity variable, maleness, suggest that males with female monikers might make more
money than masculinely-named men, that difference is not statistically significant. It is noteworthy that the data does not support this quasi-obversion of the
Portia Hypothesis.17 In general, given the wage gap’s pervasiveness across
markets, there is little pecuniary incentive for a man to pass himself for a
woman. Hence, even though males occupy a roughly equal share of the data,
it is far rarer for males to have female monikers.
The results from the first analysis simply confirm the results from Coffey and
McLaughlin (2009) but with a more widely accepted measure of success.
However, it remains possible that the evidence may simply result from familial
reputation exerting a causal effect on both success and nominal masculinity. In
order to investigate this potential confounding variable, we have included our
constructed measure of it as an additional control in the specification. We find
that the inclusion of parental reputation produces virtually no change in our
17 We have called this the quasi-obverse because we have not found the logician’s term for
relating the proposition “if ([female] AND [male moniker]), then more success” to “if ((NOT
[female]) AND (NOT [male moniker])), then more success”.
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parameter estimates and their standard errors. The point estimate on the variable measuring parental reputation, lawyer_last_name_prob, is not statistically
different from zero.
We next alter the specification by adding a measure of parental wealth: the
amount of educational debt at the time of graduation from law school. Although
it would have been more parsimonious to enter educational debt as a unidimensional control, educational debt is censored into brackets like income. Hence,
we include an exhaustive set of dummies for educational debt with the excluded
category covering the 17 % who graduated law school with $0 in educational
debt. Although jointly significant (the Wald test statistic is 22.08, resulting in a
p-value of 0.0086), few of those debt dummies’ individual parameters are
separately significantly different from zero. Those that are significant are
increasingly negative, which reflects the fact that those with higher educational
debt tend to make less money than those with lower educational debt. In the
extreme, those with $200k in educational debt upon graduation tend to earn
67 % of the amount that tends to be earned by those with $0k in educational
debt upon graduation, ceteris paribus.18
Introducing educational debt into the analysis leaves almost all of the other
estimates and standard errors virtually unaffected. The only noticeable exception is isolated to the effect of parental reputation, which shrinks by 3 orders of
magnitude when parental wealth is controlled for. We can draw two conclusions
from this result. First, parental reputation is strongly correlated to parental
wealth – lawyers from families with many lawyers are far more likely to have
their educational expenses paid for by their parents. Second, neither of these
measures exhibits much correlation to nominal masculinity (or average hours
worked, gender, etc.), implying that our results are not simply due to parents
who are better able to provide their children with economic advantages also
bestowing their daughters with masculine names. Thus, our evidence for the
Portia Hypothesis remains strongly intact.
Despite a nearly universal acceptance among economists of income as a
measure of success, some might still criticize our use of earnings as a measure of
18 Focus groups suggested that differences in “values” could be at work here, where those from
wealthier families valued salary more than those from poorer families who placed a relatively
greater value on working for the “public good”. Economists would translate this claim into
differences in preferences. Even if law school graduates have a rich selection in job offers that
are well differentiated in wage and non-pecuniary benefits, those with greater educational debt
would be predicted to take higher paying jobs relative to those with less educational debt given
that they have the same preferences. Hence, differences in preferences and/or the labor market
advantages of wealthier parents must be strong enough to overcome this budgetary pressure of
servicing larger educational debts.
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success.19 In anticipation of such concerns, we have tried the other measure of
success available from our survey of South Carolina Lawyers: class rank.
However, as previously noted, class rank suffers from considerable measurement error problems. First, we only observe class rank brackets. Second, class
rank is a measure of success within a particular law school class and our data
comes from a heterogeneous pool of graduating classes from different law
schools. Third, the majority of lawyers (62 %) attended the University of South
Carolina, where class rank is not reported to individual students unless they
request it from the university’s administration and thus their self-assessment
may suffer from a variety of biases. Fourth, we do not observe which law school
was attended by the 36 % of respondents who went out-of-state. Hence, we are
not surprised that no parameters were found to be individually significant, as
displayed in Table 4.20 To properly harness this measure, future researchers
might partner with a particular law school to get restricted access their records
of name, gender, age, previous education, rank in class, and even future success
in the legal labor market.21

6 Conclusion
Gender discrimination in labor markets continues to be an area of active
research. Because females are a protected class under the Equal Protection
Clause of the US Constitution’s 14th Amendment, and no one should understand
(and, arguably, respect) that better than lawyers and judges, the last place we

19 According to hedonic theory, the amount of money that an individual is willing to accept to
perform a job is a function of the job’s characteristics. For instance, a bright researcher might
accept a pay cut in order to work for an academic, non-profit, or public institution that
advances the “public good” if that “public good” entered into the researcher’s utility function
in such a manner that additional income was a poor substitute for knowledge that the
researcher is working for the public good. This argument, familiar to introspective researchers,
could also be applied to lawyers.
20 At the suggestion of an anonymous referee, we also reproduced Table 3 while including law
school class rank categories as additional explanatory variables. While the coefficient estimates
on the class rank categories were indeed statistically significant determinants of income brackets, their inclusion did not substantially alter any of the coefficient estimates on the variables
included in Table 3, nor their statistical significance. These results are available upon request.
21 Law schools keep surprisingly close tabs on the success of their own graduates in the legal
labor market. This is mostly done for the purposes of marketing the benefits of attending the
particular law school. It may also be done for evaluative purposes – to guide changes in
curriculum and redress any shortcomings in their educating.
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would expect to find gender discrimination is in the legal labor market.
Nevertheless, Coffey and McLaughlin (2009) have published some evidence for
the Portia Hypothesis: females with masculine names are more successful in
legal careers than females with feminine names. Their evidence, however, was
not conclusive due to data limitations. First, they used judgeships as their
measure of success, which is may not be very informative because it is binary
measure of a rare event and contestable as a universal measure of success.
Second, they lacked data on prime candidates for confounders – familial wealth
or reputation may well be a cause of both greater success in law and the practice
of giving females with masculine names.
This study has overcome those two deficiencies by collecting primary data
from the subjects in the same sampling frame as Coffey and McLaughlin (2009)
that offers a richer array of control variables and a superior measure of success.
We find that female lawyers with masculine names make significantly more
money (controlling for the hours worked) than their feminine-monikered counterparts, even when controlling for suspected confounders, familial wealth and
reputation, as measured by their educational debt and the well as the number of
hours worked. Hence, this study should supplant Coffey and McLaughlin (2009)
as the definitive evidence for the Portia Hypothesis.
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